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The contract is the term coined, and defines the
dealings between two different parties for any
transaction that takes place between them.
This is usually drafted to support the legal
perspective and acts as proof of document that
both sides involved are aware of the details.
Contract management has risen as support
services rendered to the dealer and the
customer.
Right from framing the deal till the last step is
taken care of.
This has gained importance lately as
documentation has become mandatory with
growth in market and customer demands.
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This is the sole support for both parties
and can be referred upon when
required.
With experienced law writers, we draft
contract, keeping key points like,
the purpose and outcome of the
contract,
covering the possible loopholes that
serve as obstacles,
possible questionnaire,
critical areas,
any specific clauses to be stated, and
possible duration of the contract.
We give you expert advice depending
upon the basis of the agreement and
ensure that our clients do not face any
legal issues stated under the Law.








A term in the circle of courts and cases, is a summary of the case
judgment usually written by the third party like, editors or experts on
law, before the judgment description so that it gives the overview of
the judgment published.
Often it is not mandatory but proves to be helpful to get a glimpse of
the court law.
The head note does serve as legal requirements.
With a panel of writers who have their expertise in legal writing and
making inferences, develop this head note of every case.







In case of the trial shifted to
another court in due course, this
head note provides the required
glimpse of all the proceedings of
the trial in question covering all
the legal aspects.
It is essential to know what was
the occurring and the state of the
case as on date.
Due consideration while drafting
the head note to not change the
nature of the trial is essential.












Legality usually costs heavy, and leading
companies take the support of the best legal
support service in handling their company’s legal
matters.
Legal research is collecting of all such legal
references and notes that would be required to
support any legal cases and trials.
India is known most for its legal research
outsourcing.
We agree that noting of the right point is important
and while the cases presented at the court, these
points prove to contribute to the success of the
trial.
Doing a 2-tier work, with a base research work,
citing the cases and law points, acts, validating the
findings and creating a draft of the results that will
prove to clear the loopholes of the case.
With a team of researchers and qualified panel,
who have in-depth legal knowledge, are involved
to give 100% satisfaction to our customer.











Litigation service is the term associated
with attorneys and law firms.
Handling of law firm and keeping up
with client details and cases nuances, is
quite a turmoil for every lawyer.
Organizing the case, collecting
information regarding the same, doing a
lot of background works and
maintaining case file of each client is
very important.
With a panel of lawyers, who put in
their best of knowledge and experience
together in serving the legal formalities
with due rules and regulations.
Quality and security are the prime
motives adhered to, and there is 100%
guarantee of the same









We aim to serve our clients with all the
research and drafting of notes that are
backed up and validated by the source.
The similarity with any ongoing cases,
also along with submission of
reference documents for trial after
verification of the points mentioned is
also provided.
Provision of facts and statements
required at the time of trial are
documented in proper formats and
presented to the clients.
Adequate back-end research and
drafting of needed supportive
documents for client support is
undertaken.











Patent is a term quite familiar with regard to
innovation and findings.
The patent is nothing but a copyright to a person for
establishing an idea that benefits the society.
The inventor gets a certificate stating that they own
the proprietorship of the designs which is original
on approval.
Ensuring specification mentioned is correct as it is
the most subjective matter.
Drafting of special requirements, filing of patents,
extensive research of the license, professional
viewpoint, and few criteria are looked upon by the
lawyer in support.
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Patents can be filed depending on the location of
the company and the nearest patent office.
Forms 1,2,3 and five must be submitted with
their respective fees.
Form 1 is an Application for the grant of patent
Form 2 is a Provisional specifications
Form 3 is a Statement and undertaking under
section 8
Form 5 is a Declaration as inventorship
Form 9 is a Request for publication
Form 18 is a Request for examination of the
patent.
Form 9 is optional, and in case of online,
usually, the patent office charges 10% extra on
regular fees.
The specification exceeds the limit of 30,
charges for each additional is applicable,
depending on the rules. Also, only ten claims are
allowed per patent and any claim exceeding
would cost.















The applicant must go through the rules and fees structure properly before
filing the patent application.
The process becomes a tedious tasking as the commoner might not have the
real database supporting them and not have the legal view on any topics.
Proofreading and background check regarding the patents ensure clear filing
of the patents.
Patent infringement comes under the Federal law, and the cases hold the
presence in federal courts.
Patent developer will be guided regarding deter ration of infringement and
actions required, necessary references and notes to be submitted to the court
against the infringer.
On declaration of the infringement, the court orders for permanent
injunction.
The person liable in clause must seize to produce the product registered
under another person.











Having to debate a case of any nature, requires a lot of interrogation, study,
analyses etc.
It is essential that the attorney makes critical pointers of the case and law
points so that it helps in presenting the arguments in their favour.
Trial transcript summary means, a legal word to word summary of the
happenings in the case, right from the first interrogation to the current trial
by every person involved an overview of the required details that cannot be
overlooked and requires analysis.
Having a case already, can be exerting, having no need to rewrite a
transcript dictated for pages.
Having a summary with just needed information but strong points at the
same time are smart writing









Trial transcripts of the incidents that took
over while presenting a case in the court with
details of person questioned, on purpose, with
key reasons to state the victim as wrong and
opinions placed forward etc. are documented.
All these details with required law points will
serve as supporting document.
We help in giving you this summary for
speed process of the case covering all the
legal aspects.
The format is a two column write up or detail
sheets of the case in the process.
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